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editors' letter
Dear Readers,

W

e hope the first half of the year is treating everyone well! As you might have noticed
with the amazing cover design by Simone, the theme of this issue of The Medic is
Global Health. Even as medical students, it is important that we consider the health
issues around the world and not just focus on what is happening locally. We invite you all to
participate in the discussion and consider what you can do to help improve Global Health.

We hope you enjoy reading this issue as much as we enjoyed putting it together for you. A
big thank you to all our team members and guest writers for your contributions. Best of luck
to those who have upcoming exams and don’t forget to look after yourself!
TUMSS Publications Officers and Editors in Chief of The Medic,
Amy Nguyen and Caroline Yang
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Our Guest Writers – Dr. Elizabeth Bates, Olivia Carr, Dr. Nick Cooling, Wynona Chin, Dr. Hannah Jackson, Dr. Elise O’Connor,
Natina Monteleone, and Michael Young.

contact us
For article submissions or queries, email us at publications@tumss.org.au.
To find archived editions of The Medic, visit www.tumss.org.au.
Find TUMSS on Facebook and Instagram for regular updates.

join the ISSUE foundation
The ISSUE Foundation is a student-led fundraising initiative that allows students to design
and complete a public health project in Uganda. Although Uganda’s Government provides
free treatment for locals that are diagnosed with HIV, the lack of awareness and health
literacy is the main barrier for people to seek treatment. In addition, malaria is reported
as the leading cause of death in Uganda. Insecticide-treated nets are the most widely
distributed intervention against malaria, however, net use is lowest in the most socioeconomically disadvantaged groups due to the lack of access.
Earlier this year, ISSUE launched on-the-spot HIV screening, counselling services and
mosquitoes-net distribution programs. All equipment were sourced in Uganda to support
the local population and economy.
Our upcoming events include: Bake Sales, Aid for Africa Party, Movie Night.
Stay tuned by checking out our Facebook page and Facebook group!
Come JOIN and SUPPORT US!

“climate change is the greatest threat to
global health in the 21st century”
– World Health Organisation (WHO)
Emma Shoemaker
UTAS MBBS 5th Year Student (Burnie)
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Lately, talk of environmental sustainability has been
growing in light of increasing awareness of global health and
the environmental impact of our lifestyle. Many students
have been taking initiatives to reduce their impact and live
more sustainably.
Here in Burnie these initiatives have been fully embraced.
The compost at the student accommodation is well utilised
despite the growing disdain of students at the abundant fly
situation unfolding. Enthusiasm still runs deep, as evidenced
by squawks of delight from students dumping their
compost before running from the swarm they just released.
Supermarket shopping has been reformed by reusable
bags and childhood Tetris skills are taking dishwasher
stacking to the next level. Recycling is serious business here
(although recent times have many questioning the reality
of ‘recycling’ in Australia). From shampoo bars, Eumarrah
hauls and riding or walking to uni, there are many that are
‘getting amongst it’ and yet we’ve all got our sights set on
one of the most wasteful workplaces you can find.
Healthcare does not lend itself to low resource usage.
No, Michael Ferguson, for once we’re not referring to
healthcare spending. I mean, the ways the healthcare
system uses disposable supplies and uses them liberally.
Healthcare services contribute to 7% of Australia’s carbon
emissions. Hospitals have huge amounts of waste from
food, plastic and paper, and WHO has found that Australia
is producing over 3.3 kilograms of waste per bed per day,
of which 85% is potentially recyclable or can avoid landfill.
In 2018 the carbon footprint of Australian healthcare was
the same as the whole of South Australia and the majority
of this comes from pharmaceuticals. A US study found
that a single admission for a hysterectomy produced 20
pounds of waste and operating theatres are the largest
waste producers in the hospital. Fun fact: around 4.2 billion
disposable gloves are being used per day around the world.
As a group of increasingly engaged members of the
medical workforce, what can we do about healthcare
sustainability?
Minimising usage is one way to increase sustainability.
Make sure that you need everything you’re about
to open and don’t open supplies willynilly. As a workforce, if we
can identify areas
where we’re
using

resources inefficiently it means less waste and less cost to
the system.
There are green alternatives for some healthcare products.
For example, biodegradable disposable nitrile gloves are
fast becoming cheap enough to be viable alternatives to
others with high carbon footprints. Anaesthetic gases can
and are being swapped with greener alternatives. If we stay
aware of the costs of these alternatives, we can implement
changes as soon as it becomes cost effective to do so. We
can also use reusable products rather than disposables
when possible.
In Tasmania, very little healthcare waste is recycled and
yet the majority is recyclable. PVC is estimated to make
up to 25% of hospitals plastic waste and there is already a
program for recycling it in hospitals. Any clean fluid bags,
tubing and oxygen masks are all completely recyclable
and this is cheaper than other methods of disposal.
Of course, there are other ways to increase sustainability
that aren’t specific to healthcare. Solar panels have saved
Ballarat Health Service 263.88 tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalent (and $17,048.38). Other hospitals around
Australia are recycling paper, using LED lighting, composting
food waste, minimising use of those awful foam cups
used on ward tea rooms and sending unused but expired
equipment to less advantaged countries so less waste ends
up in landfill.
Now, to the ever present coffee culture we’ve all grown
to know and love (or if you haven’t, you will in due time).
How many ward rounds end in the team buying coffees in
disposable cups at a rate akin to the Night King whipping
up undead soldiers? Being aware of the culture and making
small subtle changes might not seem like you’re Clark
Kent about to save the day… But if just one person brings
their reusable cup, uses one less set of gloves and doesn’t
open that syringe then maybe, eventually, others will too.
Because if we change, then gradually we will change the
culture with us. Let’s bring up a culture where we hear
squawks of delight about sustainability in the hospital as
well as outside of it.
Here’s to looking at the man
in the mirror.

accidentally addicted:
prescribing opiates
Emily Murray – UTAS MBBS 3rd Year Student (Hobart), Registered Nurse

The call bell. “I need some Endone.” My partner and I dutifully walk to the
drug room, unlock the safe, sign our names and take out one 5mg oxycodone tablet. We examine her drug chart and see that she’s had tablet
after tablet after tablet just in the past 24 hours. “Look at this”, I say. “She
must have a really high tolerance. But I don’t want to overcook her.” We
trot back to the room. “I need more than one.” My partner and I look at
each other dubiously. “Try one, and see how you go. Let us know in 20
minutes if you need more.”
Was I being a bad nurse? Not knowing what chronic pain feels like, I don’t
know whether I underserve my patients by my general reluctance to give
out our most effective analgesia. I’m concerned about the lack of concern
with which we dispense these drugs, which we give with the best of intentions because we want to help our patients’ pain: fentanyl, morphine,
hydromorphone, tapentadol, oxycodone, tramadol and codeine. I’m
concerned because they’re addictive.
The increasing focus on pain as the ‘fifth vital sign’ and conceptualising pain
as ‘what the patient says it is’ have had the unfortunate result of normalising the increasingly generous prescription of opiates, both to inpatients
and as ongoing prescriptions in the community. In nursing school we were
taught that ‘patients can’t get addicted to opioids if they take them only
when they have pain’, but this simply isn’t true. Deaths and poisonings
from opiates have increased in Australia from 2006 to 2016, when every
day, 150 people were hospitalised for and 3 people died from opiate overdoses. Most accidental deaths from opioids are caused by oxycodone,
morphine or codeine. And Australia is not alone; the rise in opiate-related
deaths is a global phenomenon. I’m very conscious that as a future doctor,
by trying to do the right thing by my patients, I may instead launch them
into a life of addiction. This level of responsibility fascinates and appals me.
An anaesthetist recently told me “Whatever you give someone on their
discharge script, they’ll take about half. If you give someone 20 tablets,
they’ll take 10. If you give them 10, they’ll take 5. The number of tablets
you give them influences how many tablets they think they need.” This
doctor firmly warned me about the addictive nature of these medications,
and how then, once hooked, patients could then start to shop around for
specific GPs who are known for writing generous prescriptions without
asking too many questions. He described the recognised phenomenon of
‘indication creep’, in which doctors are increasingly prescribing opiates
for conditions other than chronic cancer pain, despite limited evidence to
show whether they are safe or even effective in these patients.

how many to give them, so they won’t get addicted?” “I give everyone
20. Most of them don’t take them all. I tell them not to take them unless
they need them.” Twenty is how many Endone tablets come in one
box. I wonder whether the company that makes Endone decided to
put twenty tablets in a box because they knew discharging surgeons
would develop a pattern of prescribing one box to each patient. I wonder if twenty is enough for a patient to become addicted.
Yet, in this apparent glut of overprescribing, certain pain remains unaddressed. It would be remiss to discuss pain management without addressing the racism experienced by people of colour, who are systematically undertreated for pain due to conscious or unconscious biases
held by white professionals. People of colour complaining of pain are
less likely to be given analgesia, and, if it is granted, the amount received
is less. People presenting to the ED in pain from insidious, under-recognised sources such as endometriosis are easily labelled as demonstrating ‘drug-seeking behaviour’, and may fight for years before finally
being recognised as actually experiencing pain. I also recognise that
drug-taking is engineered by larger forces: poverty, unemployment,
geographic isolation, mental health conditions, peer pressure, and
hopelessness. There is a strong social stigma against drug-taking that
discourages people from seeking help, and equally dissuades politicians from funding rehabilitation services. I don’t want to perpetuate
this inequality. I want to treat pain appropriately and responsibly. So
where is the balance?
When we later walked past her room, the patient was busy with her
visiting family members. It seemed one Endone and some distraction
therapy were sufficient in this case. If only all pain could be so easily
addressed.

References:
Dopesick: dealers, doctors & the drug company that addicted America,
by Beth Macy
On racism in pain management: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
articles/PMC4843483/
On Australian prescribing patterns: AIHW Opioid Harm in Australia report, TGA Prescription strong opioid use and misuse in Australia Consultation Paper

I recently asked a surgeon, “How do you decide how much Endone to
prescribe someone on discharge?” “Twenty.” “I mean, how do you know
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health status of
Australian climate:
Tasmania
Michael Young – UTAS MBBS 4th Year Student (Hobart)

As Australia’s southern-most state, sitting below -40 degrees latitude,
it might be easy to assume Tasmania is somewhat impervious to the
effects of a warming climate. Unfortunately, this is not what we are
currently seeing – one only needs to look at the summer period just past
to see that such effects are being acutely felt.
The summer of 2018-2019 was the state’s 2nd hottest on record,
falling shy of 2015-2016, with a cooler February balancing the record
average temperatures of December and January.1 This combined
dramatically with the 2nd driest January on record1 and dry lightning
events crossing the state in late December and mid-January² to ignite
more than 40 separate bushfires, which burnt for more than a month and
affected almost 200,000 hectares (3% of the state).³ Fortunately, no lives
were lost, and only seven properties were destroyed,¹ however, more
than half of the burnt area was within the Tasmanian Wilderness
World Heritage Area (TWWHA) or other reserves managed by the
state’s Parks and Wildlife service.²

-----------------------The effects of climate change are no longer theoretical in
Tasmania – they are real, they are occurring now, they are
affecting our health, and they must be taken seriously.
-----------------------The mechanisms by which climate change is thought to have
contributed to these events are twofold. Firstly, warmer, drier summers
create more frequent and severe periods of dangerous fire weather,4
during which bushfires are unable to be fought due to their high
intensity and rapid spread. Secondly, dry lightning events, such as
those that occurred last summer, are becoming increasingly frequent
sources of bushfire ignition in remote areas such as the TWWHA.4,5 This is
thought to be due to warmer temperatures resulting in dryer landscapes,
where a lightning strike is more likely to result in ignition.5,6 These events
are unique in their ability to ignite a staggering number of fires within a
short space of time: for example, the dry lighting event that occurred in
mid-January generated around 2,400 lighting strikes, resulting in more
than 60 individual fires.2 The bushfires of 2018-2019 provide a worrying
example of how the interplay between dangerous fire conditions and
dry lightning events can very quickly lead to a scenario where
wilderness values, property, livelihoods and lives are at serious risk.
Even in fire events such as this, where no lives were lost as a direct result
of the fire, there are significant health effects. Many are difficult to
measure, such as the impact of prolonged anxiety and stress on

communities threatened by fires for weeks at a time. However,
the effects of bushfire smoke on human health are being
increasingly well-established, and include exacerbation of
chronic respiratory diseases such as asthma and COPD, and
potential precipitation of cardiovascular diseases, poor diabetes
control and premature births.7 The data from the 2018-2019
bushfires is still being analysed, but it is concerning that
Tasmania’s capital city of Hobart, home to around 40% of the
state’s population, recorded fine particle pollution readings of up
to 377, 40 times optimal air quality as defined by the WHO and more
than 7 times that of New Delhi.7 In fact, the threat of poor air quality
was considered urgent enough for public health alerts to be issued
for Hobart and areas to the south, with advice including to stay
indoors with closed doors and windows, consider relocating
temporarily, and follow asthma or chronic disease action plans.8
The effects of climate change are no longer theoretical in Tasmania –
they are real, they are occurring now, they are affecting our
health, and they must be taken seriously.
References:
1. http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/tas/
summary.shtml
2. https://www.parks.tas.gov.au/index.aspx?base=50500
3. https://firecentre.org.au/2019-tasmanian-fires-impacts-andmanagement-lessons/
4. http://www.bom.gov.au/weather-services/fire-weather-centre/
bushfire-weather/index.shtml
5. https://www.mdpi.com/2571-6255/1/3/38/htm
6. https://theconversation.com/dry-lightning-has-set-tasmaniaablaze-and-climate-change-makes-it-more-likely-to-happenagain-111264
7. https://www.themercury.com.au/news/opinion/talking-pointwhat-will-it-take-for-us-to-breathe-easy/news-story/819ffd8615
764833a7751966180382ea
8. https://www.dhhs.tas.gov.au/news/2019/smoke_alert
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big ticket items in global health 2019:
climate change is the elephant in the room
Dr. Nick Cooling – Director of Internationalisation & Global Health

We are in the era of the Sustainability Development
Goals (SDGs), adopted by the United Nation in 2015. The
17 SDGs are intended to provide a ‘blueprint for peace
and prosperity’ for people and the planet and are due to
be brought to fruition by 2030 – so we are supposedly
30% there. But how is the planet going as we near one
third of the way towards the SDG end point of 2030?

wide, or 41 million people.1 One third of these occur in young
people and over 85% of these premature deaths are in lowand middle-income countries. The rise of these diseases has
been driven by five major risk factors: tobacco use, physical
inactivity, the harmful use of alcohol, unhealthy diets and air
pollution. Big business is largely responsible for the production
of these unhealthy consumables.

This is my list of 10 biggest global health challenges
related to SDGs. Some will seem obvious, but others
may surprise you.

3) Mental Health – Goal 3

1) Climate Change – Goal 13, 14, 15
Climate change remains the biggest threat to
human health (The Lancet, 2009)1 leading to loss of
biodiversity and it challenges us to live sustainable
lifestyles. The planet is overcooking, and quicker than
initial predictions. We have already seen a 1oC rise
in temperature across the world and now the IPCC
recommends limiting global warming to 1.5oC to avoid
the most damaging impact of climate change.
Overpopulation of the human species is a big driver of
this anthropogenic climate change. We need 3.5 worlds
to deal with the current level of consumption. Our own
health system is also responsible for some of the climate
change due to generation of 7% of the overall
greenhouse gases.
The impact on human health is substantial especially for
the vulnerable (sick, elderly, children, and indigenous
peoples).
The emerging discipline of planetary health is a new way
of looking at this through the study of land, water, air and
terrestrial interdependent ecosystems. Ultimately, we
need a systems and interdisciplinary approach to deal
with this grave risk for humanity. Not surprisingly the
9 big ticket items below are also impacted by climate
change.
2) Non-Communicable Diseases (NCDs) – Goal 3
Obesity and other chronic non-communicable diseases
such as diabetes, cancer and heart disease, are
collectively responsible for over 70% of all deaths world8

Every country in the world is facing and failing to tackle a
mental health crisis, from epidemics of anxiety and depression
to conditions caused by violence and trauma, according to a
review3 by 28 mental health experts published in the Lancet in
2018. This is in spite of advances in the understanding of the
causes and options for treatment. However mental health
services are practically non-existent in many parts of the
world and insufficient in much of the developed world. It is
especially concerning for young people, less than 30 years,
where mental health problems and road trauma vie for the
number one cause of death. Overall 1 in 4 adults suffer mental
health problems and this makes it the fourth leading cause of
the global disease burden. The traditional causes of mental
illness include, but are not limited to, brain injury, genetics,
infections, neglect, stress, substance abuse, toxins, & trauma
but antecedents such as vulnerability (e.g. poverty, education,
employment) and loss of community also play a role in
complex aetiologies.
4) Risk of Influenzae Pandemic – Goal 3
The risk of an influenzae pandemic is not an ‘if’ but a ‘when’
proposition. We are well prepared for this in Australia, with
stockpiles of antivirals and robust immunisation programs, but
many developing countries have less preventative resources.
The globe is currently as risk due to: creation of mega-cities,
encroachment of vector carrying animals into urban
environments, climate change, global travel, and civil conflict.4
A modern day pandemic is likely to be quicker in onset and of
longer duration. Historically, previous influenzas were able to
spread around the world in 6 to 9 months but these events
occurred when most travel by boat. With international air
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flights, a "modern" pandemic is expected to spread to all
parts of the world in less than 3 months. Also, a pandemic
is not a "one time" event and periods of illnesses may
come in 2 or 3 "waves" anywhere from 3 to 12 months
apart. The total duration of a pandemic is likely to be 12 to
18 months.5
5) Access to Surgery – Goal 3
It is estimated that over 5 billion people go without
adequate access to safe and affordable surgical care
contributing on average to more than 16 million deaths
annually.6 However, loss of life is by no means the only
consequence of this global health crisis. Millions more face
crippling disabilities due to lack of surgical care, and losses
in economic productivity are also substantial. As with
many other global health crises, low- and middle-income
countries (LMICs) bear the brunt of this burden. In these
settings, access to even the most basic surgical care is
unavailable for 90% of people. This lack of access to
surgery is due to lack of surgeons, anaesthetists (or
equivalent), theatre space and affordable equipment.
UTAS has significantly contributed to solving this problem
by sending surgical missions, establishing training
programs and creating innovative low cost/reusable
equipment to developing countries.
6) Cultural Competence – Goals 4, 5, 10, 16
Cultural literacy has increasingly become a core skill
in the workplace and the multicultural community. We live
and work in a more globally interconnected world, with
increasing migration, refugees, and international student
movements. In addition, we live in a ‘VUCA world’, defined
by- volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity.7
Finally where there is increasing prejudice, discrimination,
micro-aggression, racism and inequality based on culture,
increasing cultural literacy is an antidote to cultural
conflict both in the street and digitally.
7) Plant-based Diet Best for People and the Planet
– Goal 2, 11, 12
A US study8 shows that, shifting away from the current
dominant diet high in sugar, saturated fats, and agri-

business driven resource intensive based animal products,
and choosing healthier traditional Mediterranean,
pescatarian or vegetarian diets could not only boost
human lifespans and quality of life, but also reduce
greenhouse
emissions
and
save
habitat
for endangered species. They showed that the same
dietary changes that can add about a decade to our lives
(especially by reducing diabetes, obesity and cancers) can
also prevent massive environmental damage.
Some take home messages about environmental impacts
of contemporary agriculture included:
- Greenhouse emissions per gram of protein for beef
and lamb are about 250 times those of legumes; pork,
chicken, dairy, and fish have much lower emissions.
- Twenty servings of vegetables have fewer greenhouse
gas emissions than one serving of beef.
- And among cereal grains, rice has five times the
emissions per gram of protein as wheat.
So, choosing your diet should be more than taste &
convenience – but oriented to impacts on your health and
the environment.
8) Health Economy & Weak Primary Care – Goal 3, 8
We are spending more money on health care per capita
even in the poorest countries, than ever before. Among 195
countries, 173 spent more per person on health in 2016 than
they did in 1995, even after adjusting for price inflation.9
Health spending has increased so much in high-income
countries (ranging up to $10 802 per person) that health
expenditures account for a substantial amount of national
spending in many countries. Still, these high-income
countries remain outliers when health spending worldwide
is considered. The United States alone accounts for 41.7%
of global health spending, although it accounts for only
4.4% of the global population. At the other extreme, 48.9%
of the global population lives in a lower-middle or lowincome country, where only 3.3%of global spending
occurs, with annual spending ranging from $15 to $329 per
person. Even with lower prices, this spending falls short of
what is needed to provide basic health care services in
some lower-middle- or low-income countries, let alone to
make progress toward the SDGs.9 Yet not enough is spent
on primary health care, especially in developing countries.
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It is investing in PHC where most of the SDGs will likely be
met and where the most cost-effective health outcomes
occur.10
9) Road Trauma – Goal 11
The Global Status Report on Road Safety (WHO), 2018
highlighted that the global annual number of road deaths
is now 1.3 million people and they are the number one
cause (with suicide) killing young people (5-29 years). The
burden is disproportionally borne by cyclists
and pedestrians who use the least environmentally
detrimental forms of transport.11
There are proven ways to ways to prevent road trauma…
helmets, traffic rules, safer roads; early ‘at scene’ care,
transport and better initial hospital care – but there is
insufficient government motivation or private funding to
implement these preventative measures.
10) The Explosion of Airborne and Food Allergies
– Goal 3, 15
The prevalence of food allergy has been increasing, taking
us to what is being termed as the “second wave of the
allergy epidemic”. There is an increase in prevalence now
1 in 10 children in Melbourne), complexity and severity
(e.g. anaphylaxis) of food allergy – resulting in more
hospital admissions and primary care burden over the
last decade. Food allergy has an impact on the quality of
life of those who are allergic and their families- more so
than chronic pain and diabetes.
The nutritional impact is also important. It is well
documented that patients with food allergies have
more disordered growth associated with macro- and
micronutrient deficiencies. A complex interplay of genetic
and epigenetic characteristics, vitamin D, climate, infant
feeding practices and migration, may influence
mechanisms of food allergy.12

You will note that the big infections (HIV, malaria, TB) and
malnutrition are not on my list. This is not because they are
not prevalent or having a significant impact – but because
they are generally declining, large amounts of research
and aid dollars are being thrown at them and the hope of
eradication is possible.
Many of these ‘big ticket’ items are interrelated as indeed
our ecosystems are. However, you will note that many of
them have climate change as an association and at the
very least have a link to the environment. So, the solutions
are also interconnected. It’s not necessarily more money
that is required, or more hospitals or more health care but
adjustments to our environments in utero, our
microbiome, our community and wider ecosystems that
support us.
What may just save us is:
a) Sustainable, smarter, more equitable economies e.g.
Donut economics proposed by Kate Raworth, paring back
our consumption focussed lifestyles, strengthening
community and equitable redistribution of our essential
resources.
b) Working with the people within big business and
government and maybe smarter technology (artificial
intelligence, machine learning, immune profiling,
metabolomics, and genomics) to achieve these goals.
We have made some progress on the SDGs over the last 5
years but is it too little too late as climate change
accelerates? We can’t just do more of the same or we will
fall short of our hopes for SDGs in 2030.
References available on request

Aeroallergens and air pollution and their provoking illness
(asthma, allergic rhinitis) are also more common due in
part to increased diesel and coal emissions and related
climate change.
10
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a med review:
the smart phone vs. medical studies
Samuel Kirk – UTAS MBBS 3rd Year Student (Hobart)

Trying to describe the study of medicine can at times seem rather tricky. However, did you know the MBBS can be
reviewed quite similarly to your smartphone?
DISPLAY – this iteration of MyLO is on par with the latest
offerings from iOS and Android. The latest features
include white and blue slide options (Derek’s lectures
only) and an exclusive mini-game called “The Hunt for
the Lecture Slides”.
WEIGHT – while most smartphones are sub-250 grams,
expect the MBBS to have a bit more heft. My copy of
Gray’s is at least 5kg and I’m not even counting the
emotional weight of actually trying to read a chapter.
BATTERY – your batteries will be drained faster than
your friend’s iPhone 4, but fast-charging is available via
(double servings of) instant noodles, Game of Thrones
re-runs and copious amounts of liquid gold from your
friend’s coffee-maker.
MEMORY – your brain may be able to hold around a
quadrillion bytes of information, more than the MBBS’s
direct competitors and certainly enough to memorise
the brachial plexus (at least for the exam). The memory
is expandable, however flash-cards are sold separately.
CPU – they say the CPU is the heart of the product, well
the MBBS doesn’t have a Snapdragon Octa-Core or an
Apple A12. Instead, at its heart are your steadfast friends
and intriguing lecturers. It’s your 2AM caffeine-fuelled
study sessions and your med futsal team that’s never
won a game. It’s knowing you’re giving up a chunk of
your life now, so you can make all the difference in
someone else’s. It might not be able to load an app in
less than a second, but it’ll give you something to put in
that memory storage.
WARRANTY – good for at least five years. An additional
year is available but you’ll have to do some ‘research’
into whether that’s for you.
4 stars out of 5 – needs more coffee.
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doctors as patients
The three following articles aim to shine light on a topic that is
not talked about much in medical school — that is, when the
medical student becomes the patient. Some students come
into medical school with health conditions or disabilities.
Others may develop them during the course of their training.
Many students and health professionals can struggle when
faced with the juxtaposition between caring for patients
and being the patient. This experience can be challenging
and confronting, however, it can also be a strength. People
who have experienced being a patient can develop greater
empathy and awareness for patient-centred care.
There is support available within the University and externally
to assist students during their journey. It is important to seek
out these supports and always remember to “see the ability,
not the disability”.
– Natina Monteleone
UTAS MBBS 5th Year Student (Hobart)
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mind your medicine
Faryal Qureshi – UTAS MBBS 4th Year Student (Launceston)
It was 5:20pm on a Friday evening. My coffee high had
crashed and my concentration capacity was trashed; but the
lecture just kept on going. I considered leaving, but settled
for a scroll through Facebook. That’s when I stumbled upon
a poem called ‘The Medical Profession’. This is how it started:

Awards, rewards cannot suffice,
A doctor's life's mere sacrifice;
A unique, prolonged enterprise,
For which he's praised or pays the price!
I found the rhyming nature of the poem therapeutic and
definitely empathised with “pays the price” as I sat in that
lecture, realising that I had voluntarily paid to be there (sorry
lecturer, it’s not you, it’s me). But in all seriousness, I am very
thankful and fortunate to be studying medicine. However, I
did wonder; what does it really mean to “pay the price”?
Earlier that day, we had a lecture about self-care, which
reminded us of the harsh realities of medicine and
juxtaposed it with its remarkable rewards. I discovered
that 40% of medical students and 25% of doctors are highly
likely to have a current minor psychiatric disorder! Overall,
doctors self-report higher rates of anxiety and depression
compared to the wider community.
It was interesting to note that the specialty of Mental Health
(7.2%), Anaesthetics (7.1%) and General Practice (6.6%)
had amongst the highest rates of diagnosed depression
in doctors. What concerned me the most was that interns
have a higher rates of depression than senior doctors. With
internship being less than two years away for me (hopefully),
I found this statistic to be unsettling.
But it gets worse. One in 10 doctors have suicidal thoughts
and some turn these thoughts into reality. Between 2001-2012,
there were 369 deaths by suicide alone, and the number has
been increasing ever since. I gazed at the poem: “A doctor’s
life’s mere sacrifice”, began to have new meaning. It’s a tragic
reality to know that a profession that can ‘give’ life to others
can also ‘take’ lives of its own.
One of the causes behind these startling statistics is the
stigmatisation of mental health issues, especially in the
medical profession – how ironic. A nationwide survey

revealed that doctors believe being a patient causes
embarrassment for a doctor, that a history of mental illness
makes them a weaker, less competent job candidate and
many believe that experiencing anxiety and depression is
a sign of weakness. Many of these qualms stem either from
the possibility of damaging reputation in society or the fear
of falling short to self-imposed expectations.
Sounds like doctors struggle with perfectionism. But
perfectionism is not necessarily a flaw. In fact, it is the very
quality of perfectionism that drives doctors to their success.
However, too much of it becomes dangerous. We need to
remember that we are all human – I know, disappointing. I
also wish I was a superhero and could fly or even teleport.
If you are someone who is struggling, please reach out.
it’s okay not to be okay. We need to break the chain of
stigmatisation for a better, happier future for ourselves and
our peers.
In the meantime, here are some suggestions on how to look
after yourself. I thought binge-watching Netflix was a good
fix, but Beyond Blue has better, healthier suggestions:
1. Look after your physical health (e.g. diet, exercise, limit
alcohol, good sleep habits)
2. Have interests beyond your work/professional identity
(i.e. have boundaries)
3. Have a support network of friends & family
4. Be aware of triggers of stress
5. Use relaxation/stress reduction techniques
6. Have your own GP & seek support if you are struggling –
it’s not a sign of weakness
7. Binge watch Netflix anyway (source: me). As a good friend
once said, “Anything worth doing is worth overdoing.”
(please don’t actually do this)
Some useful resources:
- Heads Up website (www.headsup.org.au)
- Beyond Blue website (www.beyondblue.org) or call
1300 22 4636 for immediate help
References available on request
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building a support system
Dr. Elizabeth Bates – MD, MPH (Maternal and Child Health), DipCH, FRACGP

Committing to medical training generally includes
committing to years of changing workplaces frequently,
and even moving every few years. All of us need a support
system to help us to adjust to these changes and keep us
going through life’s inevitable rough patches, especially if
we are coping with a visible or invisible health challenge.
How can we build one, especially with the busy-ness and
endless to-do lists that come along with a medical career?
I will never claim to know it all, but I have made it through
medical training in two countries, so I do know something
about this process. I am even in the midst of coping with a
temporary (I hope) disability myself: I just took a nose dive
off my horse yesterday, and am learning about concussion
via personal experience. So, here is how I am going to be
thinking about my very own support system.
I think of a support system as having two halves:
1. The Official People
These are the people that society, your uni if you are
still in medical school, and our health care system have
positioned to help you. No fair trying to bypass these
people because you’re a doctor type and officially
considered very clever – doctors have to follow the rules
too. Just read your history (or a list of recent Medical Board
complaints) if you need reminding that trying to bend or
ignore safety systems around doctors rarely ends well.
Who are these people? Well, I hope you have your own
GP, for one. I am one myself, so I freely admit to bias, but
we are well-positioned to look after general health issues
and gain you entry to any specialists or mental health
people that you might need. Maybe you would like to stick
with a GP who has known you since you were at kindy,
or maybe it’s time to strike out on your own and find your
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own grown-up one. If you go the latter route, don’t be shy
about saying you are a med student. Most practices will
bulk bill doctor types, plus the practice receptionist might
be able to point you towards a GP who specially enjoys
working with other doctors or pre-doctors.
Who else? Please make contact with your med school
year coordinator, your student welfare coordinator,
disability services through the main university
campus, and the contact person for organising med
student placements at your hospital or the practice
manager (if you are on a rotation in a community setting).
I highly recommended saying hello to these good people
and getting to know them a bit, ideally well before any
problems pop up and you need their help in an official
way. People in these jobs generally are “people people,”
and they like to get to know their clientele. If there is an
issue later, it will likely be much easier to sort if you already
have a good working relationship.
And who else? Society is full of people whose job is to
help you. That may be news if you are not used to being
in a help-ee role, but it is a true and wonderful thing. Do
you have a faith tradition? Look up the relevant student
ministry at your uni, or religious leader at your local parish
equivalent. Meet them. Like to work out? Meet the local
gym people and explain that you have a fairly ridiculous
job in terms of hours, but you need their help to stay fit
and healthy. Need a massage? There are massage clinics
around who offer lower-fee massages if you are willing
to give a massage student a few practice hours. You’d be
surprised what’s out there and accessible if you are willing
to put some effort into creating your own team of helpers.
Try not to waste time feeling guilty for needing a pit crew,
because a) you’re keeping people happy and employed
by doing so, and b) you’ll be helping them or their friends
and family soon enough. It all works out.
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2. The Unofficial People
Let’s not forget the other multitude of people who help us
keep our wheels on the road. They may not fit into what
our society calls an official “helper” role, but we all need
them nonetheless.
Fairly or unfairly, I count family in this group. Feel free to
argue with me on this point, but there’s no need to argue
with me on whether they belong on your support team —
they do! They may not want or need to hear about every
last detail of that abscess you got to drain last night, but
they likely do want to support you and need you to stay
in touch in return. It can be easy to get sucked into the
world of academic medicine and fall out of touch with
the rhythms of family life during medical training. You
may not be able to make it to every wedding and reunion
that you want to, but try to keep a connection going –
whether it’s through Skype, or phone calls from the oncall room, or showing up for Sunday roast when you can,
it’s all important.
Medical friends: We need each other. No one else is
going to understand exactly what it’s like to experience
your first sundown on a general medical ward, or to
see your first baby resuscitation, or to perform your
first cannula. You need your med school friends so you
can support and validate each other. Avoid competition
wherever possible — we all have different strengths and
goals, and if you made it into med school, you will find
your niche in the medical world. To quote Ram Dass, “We
are not here to see through each other. We are here to
see each other through.”
Non-medical friends: Keep your non-medical
friendships going and make some more wherever and
whenever you can. We are at such high risk in medicine

of becoming a monoculture, with a narrow point of
view on all sorts of issues. Frankly, narrow people are
boring and scary. Non-medical friendships keep us
grounded in the non-medical world and remind us
that you are the person you always were before and
will be beyond doctoring. Old friends remind us that
there are many creative and highly intelligent
people around us who have no interest in the
causes of finger clubbing, yet their lives are rich and
meaningful. I vividly remember the day I came home
from internship feeling devastated that it had been my
job to cross out all the “therapeutic” medications on an
elderly woman’s meds chart, and to start her palliative
medications. Her family had supported this decision, as
did her medical team, but I still felt I had crossed a
social line. I found my non-medical friends the most
helpful in reflecting to me that yes, that was not a
typical experience to have during one’s work day, and
it was right and appropriate to feel shaken. Thanks for
the perspective, friends, and I hope I could give you
some helpful perspective in turn at times!
The people in your neighbourhood (a Mr.
Rogers reference!): Human beings thrive on connection.
It can be so easy to get caught up in our own dramas, and
medicine offers an endless source of other people’s
dramas to dip into as well. Don’t forget to connect with
your ordinary, day to day, utterly amazing life. Smile at
the bus driver. Tip the barista. Get to know your mail
carrier. Offer to walk your neighbours’ dog. It sounds
silly, but it isn’t. Life is now, in the ordinary moments
that pass us by so easily. It doesn’t begin when you
pass the test, when you get the internship, when you
get the letters after your name. Don’t just visit where you
live; live there, really live there.
I wish you all very, very well. Let’s look out for and
after each other.
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mental health musings
Dr. Elise O’Connor – JCU Graduate

As the weather starts to cool down with the dry season
imminent, I sit writing this reflection from our balcony. It
feels strangely temperate for Darwin at midday. Normally
by this time of day I would be flicking the sweat off my
forehead if I dared stay outside longer than the short time
it takes to walk from the hospital to the student common
room on my way back for lunch. Instead, here I sit with
dripping wet hair, in my bathers after a morning swim.
I took the morning off because I was worn-out from a
week’s accumulated sleep debt. Even after hours of sleep
deprivation, the mind overemphasises anxious thoughts,
distorting the perception of reality to leave the thinker
with a sense of exhaustion and hopelessness. An
energetic Buddhist nun, full of life and determination said
to myself amongst a group of women last year, “we’re all
mentally ill, it’s just a matter of degree”. We all have
moments of exhaustion and fragility and whether we’re
aware of it or not, it’s the adversarial thoughts of our
wandering mind, carrying on in the background that lead
us to breaking point.
The mind has also been described to me by someone
wiser, as a wild elephant that we as the elephant trainer
are running after. The uncontrolled elephant-mind wreaks
havoc, bumping into things as it runs through the forest,
forging its path. Without paying attention, we live out our
lives at its mercy – wherever our wild elephant-mind
decides to take us. As a healing profession it would be
reasonable to assume doctors have a good grasp of the
power of the mind.
However, sometimes I feel uneasy about training in this
profession, in which I have some uncertainty when it
comes to the importance of mental health. Patients
sometimes remain in hospital beds for weeks at a time.
When multiple teams visit on a daily basis, the focus is on
appearances of bed sores, whether the patient was febrile
overnight or what their creatinine and weight are doing.
There is little focus on connecting with people or
understanding their suffering. The spirit becomes
irrelevant and instead our hospitals and research focus on
keeping bodies clinically alive. There are few tender hands
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on shoulders during ward rounds, or comments such as
“it must be hard, being in hospital for such a long time”. If
a patient is flagged as having mental health issues the
mental health team are brought into the mix of
‘multidisciplinary care’. But even they have their own
agenda; deciding whether a patient needs admission to
the mental health ward!
I remember in first year medicine I was hit by a car. A
young pharmacy student drove into me as I walked
across the road, flipping me into the air. Bouncing off the
windscreen but not losing consciousness, I remember the
split second glimpse of the starry night sky before my
body came full circle, crashing down on the road. That
night, I learnt about the pain relieving effects of
morphine, the way local anaesthetics sometimes don’t
work no matter how much you inject in, about skull
fractures, extradural haematomas, how you can still
walk with a fractured fibula and still lift your arm with
a fractured clavicle and how lengthy and confusing
the neurological exam appeared, the hard way! I
remember being on the bed in the resuscitation bay as
emergency doctors and nurses hurriedly conducted
their secondary survey. After my clothes were cut off
I began to shiver from head to toe and recall the sense
of pain and loneliness of being in this circumstance. I
managed to ask one of the doctors if he could wipe
under my eyes. He shouted “are your eyes hurting?”
but I whimpered no. I just wanted gentle human touch,
an indication that everything would be ok. Weeks later
and feeling like I had life itself knocked out of me, I
learned the importance of taking it easy once in a while.
If we can learn to take care of our own mental health and
understand the workings of our own mind perhaps it will
be easier to take that into consideration when we
approach patients. I believe we all need to take it easy
once in a while. For that reason here I sit reflecting on
sleep debt and the wild elephant-mind, indulging in
laziness and wondering if I should get up and have a
shower soon.
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Doctors with Disabilities Australia (http://dwda.org.au/) is a peer
support and advocacy group formed by a group of doctors with
physical disabilities. Our aim is to:
- Create a social space where individuals with similar
experiences can come together and support each other.
- To eliminate physical and attitudinal barriers, social
stigma and disability bias among the medical profession.
- Provide a national advocacy and awareness making
body for medical students and doctors with disability in Australia.
- To create resources and give professional advice
on improving medical education and access to clinical
workplace for medical students and doctors with disability.
About me: I graduated UTAS in 2011. I have a physical disability
(osteogenesis imperfecta) and use a manual wheelchair. I have now
completed my specialist GP training and work part time as a GP and
part time as an academic. My advice to students with a disability or
who may be facing any particular challenge during their study or
training is that help and support is out there. Most challenges can be
sorted out with some practical adaptions, supportive peers and some
lateral thinking. So much of being a doctor is about how you can relate
to people and approach a problem – so in my instance it doesn’t
really matter that I do that sitting down!
– Dr. Hannah Jackson

"Students with disabilities and health conditions add to the
diversity of our University community. This broadens our
understanding and appreciation for the contributions of
each individual.”
– UTAS Website, Disability Advisors (1800 817 675 or Disability.
Services@utas.edu.au)
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fix your coffee fix
Wynona Chin – UTAS MBBS 3rd Year Student (Hobart)

Anyone who knows me knows that I am a caffeine fiend
and regular coffee drinker. I won't claim to be a
connoisseur or be one to critique the subtle undertones
of coffee beans; and I certainly will not claim to be
able to distinguish a single origin to a blend or a dry roast.
Whether you enjoy a homemade instant, or if you're
lucky enough to be able to regularly buy coffee out, I'm
here to share the coffee love. My usual order:
a lactose-free mocha or cappuccino. As extravagant and
groan-inducing as it is, you really can't knock my lactase
deficiency. I challenge you to experiment with your
order until you find what you like – I mean, why be
pigeonholed into a flat white at 18 if that's the only thing
you're confident telling cashier, and what's wrong with a
dash of cinnamon? I'm sorry to all those baristas out
there, but I'm sorrier to those who've hit 40 and have
been conned into lattes they deem merely 'ok'. You
should love your coffee!
On budget-conscious days I like to have a thermos of
coffee to bring to uni, or I have the ol' premade one
to carry in a keep cup. For days when the coins are
accumulating in my metaphorical pocket (let's be
honest, girl's pants are well-known to be lacking in the
pocket department), these are my favourite places to get
coffee within walking distance to Menzies:
- Artisan coffee
- Courthouse* (0.50c)
- Small-fry
- Villino* (0.20c)
- Ecru* (0.20c)
- Two-Folk
- The Stagg* (0.20c)
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Try as I may, every time I order a take way coffee, the line
of "Australians use 1 billion coffee cups a year, all
of which ends up in landfill" doesn’t stray far from my
mind, and rest assured, I know I'm probably a significant
contributor. What's great is that now with the Responsible
Cafes initiative (you may have seen their posters around),
cafes now offer discounts to those who bring their
own reusable coffee cups. To find out if your favourite
café is a part of this initiative, feel free to jump on the
responsiblecafes.org website, but of the above, the
asterisked cafes are the ones to watch out for.
Reusable coffee cups by now, is old news. Yet this old
news is not going away anytime soon. Just a simple act of
bringing your own coffee cup to a café can go a long
way. Yes, some KeepCups and Frank Green mugs may be
overpriced, but a trip to Woolworths, Kmart or Target will
find you one for under $5. Do the environment and your
conscience a favour, and carry a reusable cup. Even with
BioPak cups – technically recyclable and compostable –
Tasmania is still without the facilities to do so and these
cups end up in landfill.
For those of you who already carry reusable cups
around, you do my green little heart proud. Hats off to
you and enjoy your brew!
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skinny dipping in Slovenia:
an IFMSA experience
Olivia Carr – UTAS MBBS, BMedSci Honours Student
(Royal Children’s Hospital, Melbourne)

Twice a year, every year, something magical happens. The
International Federation of Medical Students’ Associations
(IFMSA) holds a general assembly somewhere incredibly
exotic, and over 1000 medical students from all around the
globe congregate to discuss global health, policy, refugees,
climate change, nuclear weapons, human rights, peace,
exchanges, research, public health and much, much more.
If you’re trying to imagine what this looks like, then take
Convention, GHC, NLDS and an AMSA Council, roll them
all into one messy ball and inject steroids. That’s an IFMSA
general assembly.
In March 2019, I had the immense privilege of attending the
March General Assembly held in Portoroź, Slovenia. Before
I left, I had very little idea of what to expect. It ended up
being one of the best things I’ve ever done. Here are four
reasons why:
1. You get to meet incredibly like-minded, passionate
young people from all corners of the world. Think young
Kurdish medical students who were studying medicine
while ISIS invaded Iraq. Think kick-ass female students
from Oman, a country that only gave women the vote in
2002. Having deep and meaningful conversations with
these people about their life and journey to medicine is
incredibly inspiring and heart-warming.
2. You are blown away by the advocacy work of your
international colleagues. Memorable projects included the
Pakistani students running workshops on ‘How to Approach the Transgender Patient’; Turkish students providing
free health check-ups to orphans and Swedish students
going into high schools to discuss consent, love, sex and
porn with teenagers. Hearing about the amount of time
and energy these passionate people put into their projects reinvigorated my passion for medicine and medical
student advocacy.

ernmental change. The Iraqi delegation told us that if they
did that, the politicians would throw the letters in the bin
and laugh. Experiences like this opened my eyes to the
diverse political and social conditions that exist globally.
4. You get to party with some of the biggest party animals
you will ever meet. One memorable night included shots
of Canadian maple-syrup flavoured whiskey at 2am, a
break from the D-floor to skinny dip in the Mediterranean at 3am, an epic Bollywood dance-off by the Indian
delegation at 4am, a ridiculous Iraqi room party at 5am,
followed by a serene sunrise vigil by all those still awake
(aka almost everyone).
IFMSA opens your eyes to world views you have never considered, takes you places you didn’t even know
existed and challenges your sleep-deprivation skills to
such an extent that you start to lose faith in the power of
caffeine. But when you land back in Australia the most
hung-over, exhausted and bleary eyed you’ve ever been,
you realise that your mind is more open, your passion
more enflamed and your heart is full to burst. And that’s
why you should apply to go to the next IFMSA General
Assembly.
The IFMSA August Meeting is being held in Taiwan from
1st-7th August 2019. Keep an eye on the AMSA International Opportunities Facebook group for applications.
Email Dan Lindholm, AMSA’s Vice Chair International, with
any specific questions at dan.lindholm@amsa.org.au.

3. You learn about international health issues in a way that
challenges Western ideas you didn’t even realise were
ingrained in your psyche. For example, the Australian
delegation suggested at one point that writing letters to
MPs and lobbying politicians was the way to initiate govthe medic - june 2019
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